6194 Current REACH requirements

Objective
You know the background and the current requirements of the REACH Regulation. You understand the difference between substances of very high concern (SVHC), restricted substances and substances subject to authorization according to REACH and know which substances are currently listed on the candidate list. You are able to use IMDS to identify REACH-relevant basic substances and can check your incoming and own material data sheets for compliance. You know the Background and the database of the SCIP database.

Training content

☐ Background and introduction
  - Background and legal basis of REACH
  - Self-assessing your company: Roles
  - Substances, preparations and articles
  - Last deadline for registration of pre-registered phase-in substances (2018) has now passed – What to do now
  - Differences between candidate list, Annex XIV and XVII

☐ Current requirements of the REACH regulation
  - New SVHC included in the candidate list, Annex XIV & XVII

☐ New ECHA database SCIP
  - Scope of Waste Frame Directive and SCIP database
  - Which data is requested in SCIP
  - Reporting deadline for SVHC in articles
  - Substituting SVHC with other substances
  - How concerned is your company

☐ Using IMDS for REACH purposes
  - IMDS material data sheet as reference for material composition
  - SVHC in IMDS
  - Checking own and incoming MDS for SVHC

Webinar method
Presentation and demonstration, Q&A

Participants
Employees from the areas of packaging and materials development, purchasing, IMDS and CDX as well as material data creation in general, environmental management (UM), quality management (QM) and occupational health and safety, legal department, product sales.

Prerequisites
Basic REACH knowledge
Basic knowledge in the area of material databases such as IMDS or CDX is helpful but not required

Training duration
120 minutes

Max. number of participants: 10

Public webinars
Current prices and dates can be found on our website www.imds-professional.com

Exclusive webinar
You can also book this webinar exclusively. Your advantage: You set the time and the content may be customized according to your personal needs and requirements.

Please request your personal offer:
Phone +49 6083 91 30 30
Fax +49 6083 91 30 930
info@imds-professional.com

This webinar draws on our extensive knowledge gained through international practice in IMDS and REACH service. We provide you with helpful tips and solutions from our daily work experience.